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Note from the advisor:
What a crazy year it’s been! Due to last year’s abrupt switch to online learning, the Literary 
Magazine never got to publish its annual anthology. This abbreviated issue was created to 
celebrate our poets and artists from the senior class of 2020. 

A special thanks to Ms. Haber and Ms. Ageletti, without whom this would not have been possible.
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Let Love Hold with Gentle Hands 
by Kaitlyn Casper

Inspired by “If We Must Die” by Claude McKay
 
If we must fall in love, let it not be too fast,
Hurtling toward the heart at full speed,
Reaching out and trying to catch it before it is smashed to pieces.
If we must fall in love, let us do so peacefully,
So that our hearts will not shatter
And so our stomachs remain empty of butterflies that are bound to death.
O unmerciful Universe!
Please let love hold with gentle hands,
Though many fall victim to violent fists
Where they are left trembling and wishing they still had strength to stand.
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Mountain Range Graveyard 
 by Mia Ahrens
 
As the giant lays to rest, 
It’s bones crack and break under it weight. 
It’s afraid. 
Afraid of being a waste of space,
A place where nothing will grow. 
 
Little does it know, that when its skin 
Begins to decompose, 
A flower grows, just a single rose in its wake

 
It’s bare bones give way to a sapling
So small and yet, the bones step aside
Allowing its sprout to bloom. 
The cartilage pops 
And out of the giants ear 
A garden appears.

Deer and crows flock to the flow of rainwater
Down the giants spine 
And with them comes bears and lions,
Their claws sinking into the deer
But the deer doesn’t fret
As it knows 
It will slumber
on the mountain range graveyard.
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Tag, You’re It
by Kaitlyn Casper

When people are silent,
it’s hard to guess what they’re thinking.
But it’s even harder when they’re talking.
They yap, yap, yap
to muffle the tap, tap, tapping of their thoughts,
just so that they can get through the next few minutes.
And when i’m in a situation where the unspoken rule is to stay silent,
i stuff my ears with the symphonic sounds of a guitar or a piano or a drum,
because without some sort of noise i will cough and choke on words as my brain tries to outrun my mouth in a seemingly endless and cruel game of tag.
i’m it.
i am the “it” that convinces herself of the fragility and fabrication of reality,
which reminds me that nothing matters in the grand scheme of the universe,
which tells me that i can do no wrong.
i am the “it” that either sleeps too much or too little,
being seized by slumber before the brink of dusk or lurking through the night beside the bird of the dark, developing bags under my eyes that are far too sculpted to 
mask with makeup.
i am the “it” that dances to the sounds of people’s’ voices and stares at strangers’ faces as art pieces,
mosaics of color and experience woven together by the threads of time and memory.
i am the “it” that wants to remain a conversation piece amongst others,
but careful!
only positive things.
i am the “it” that never takes her own advice, i am the “it” that sees days as obstacles and weeks as if they are missions impossible, i am the “it” that sees more 
beauty in the outside world than in herself, even if it happens to be trapped in the tears of a quarter-life crisis,
or in the innocent hand of a child,
or the colors of a painter’s palette.
i wish to be the “it” that can focus on creating my own silence and embrace it as a part of me,
instead of tiring my legs trying to chase the sound.
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Eve
by Mia Ahrens

Dirty hems and black night
Her nightgown an extension of the floor.
Despite her clothes, the dark strips her down
Her nude skin glows in the light of the moon, 
Her flight from hell is final
 
As her fingers trace a statue here,
A rose bush there, 
Her heart bleeds and aches,
Threatening to crack, as she knows that when she’s gone 
She can never come back. 
 
And that fact is what makes her wait. 
What makes her observe the shapes 
And just for a moment, make the mistake of turning back to the window.
 
It lurked there
The demon that she had left in her wake. 
The moon calls her name
And that is all it takes for her to run
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Untitled

by Kaitlyn Casper

 Come and watch the sun ease up
Over the horizon and under the clouds.
Let’s listen to the words the colors seem to say
Or read the poetry they write in the sky
Realize that in times of struggle
Seeing the beauty in the world is crucial.
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Love(?)
by Mia Ahrens

Stark red against white,
Her form crumpled in the snow. 
Had she known it was there
That wandering storm
She would have decided to stay inside
And keep herself warm
 
The trunk was stained, much like the snow
And the whistling of the wind 
Urged her to wake up
But she wouldn’t stir.
Couldn’t stir. 
 
Her fingers froze first, then her knuckles.
The frost climbed hungrily,
Digging its claws in deep. 
She didn’t move an inch. 
 
The lace of her dress stained red
the blood 
On her neck still wet. 
A shadow danced across her glazed vision
And as she stared blank,
The storm scolded that shadow
With cold bite and stiff claw 
 
And despite her death,
She took a breath and walked back again,
The storm in tow, 
And blood still dripping as they got home
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You’re the Color Wheel 
by Katie Casper

I don't know why
you stand out among everyone else,
as if you explode with color
of vibrant hues and shades,
while everyone surrounding you is cemented in black and white.
Your eyes shine with shades of pink,
and the aura surrounding you expresses the most
rainbow grays I've ever known,
and reinvents the very meaning of beauty.
Why do I have such a hard time
pointing out your imperfections,
as if there are none;
and all of your differences
compliment you and your color,
like the moon and stars
compliment the vacant night sky?
You inspire me,
managing to pull more hues out of me
the longer I soak myself in your welcoming palms;
but you also leave me drained of emotion
and longing for more.
You are every color at once
yet also the purity of a blank, white canvas;
painting the world with your artistry,
and teaching it how to be the color wheel.
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Time 
by Katie Casper

I think you think too much of me
when I’m driving down the road after ten p.m. and a song is gently humming through my radio.
I think you think that I will slow down when I see a yellow light and that I will let that car
in the intersection take a left turn, and that I will not answer your call with my eyes on the road.
because the song is harshly interrupted by the ringtone and I pick up my phone and my eyelids
are heavy as you ask me when I’ll be home.
I don’t know when ill be home because home is a place I’ve yet to find,
though I wonder if home is a feeling instead of a place, and that maybe I feel home when I feel
the intense aliveness that comes with being with people whom I love and who love me.
I wonder that, if the home is the feeling of being alive, what is the feeling I get when I realize
that I am getting older? 
I wonder what it’s called when you recognize that you’ve changed,
when you know you’ll never be this young again,
when you feel the hiraeth, that longing to return to the home which you will never feel again,
and the ache to reunite with the you to whom you can never return.
in the moment, thinking about the song that was just playing, I know I will always be seventeen.
I tell you I’ll be home in ten minutes.
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An Acrostic Poem by Rachel Lichtenstein:



In·cli·na·tion

by Angellee Martinez

Indecisive wonders of you 

Never leaving my mind

Captivating charm I can never deny 

Lies grow into stories of the past 

Inconceivable feelings that are only written in only all the classics

Numerous times you could have been mine

Aging memories that always stay with me on those cold nights

Timid and young, we made mistakes 

In the end those mistakes are what make the best memories

Only you can make this heart forget to beat 

Naive...maybe...but it's true. 



An Acrostic Poem by Amanda Harrop:



An Acrostic Poem by Ebubechukwu Uwechia:
Effortless bliss
Untouched by all the
People’s negative aura
Habitual dive into an
Outer realm where
Reality ceases to exist and 
Inner peace is fully
Achieved.



An Acrostic Poem by Megan DiBennardo:

Quite an
Unfortunate situation we find ourselves in,
Aching to be near other human beings,
Ruminating on the life that once was.
Agonizing to do the simplest tasks
Not going to do my homework
Too much family time
I want to scream
Never seen my brother for this many consecutive days
End it please.



An Acrostic Poem by Brandon Denny:
Summer fades to decadence 
Causing times of scarce decision
On our chests we wear so discreet 
Our waving inhibitions
But try they might divide us
Youth will stay unchanged

Dreaming of an even brighter tomorrow 
Or maybe even
One today



An Acrostic Poem by Sarah Alonso:
Attention! please turn on the
News Network.
The society in which we live
Has been crumbling before our eyes.
Recently,
Our
Population has noticed
Our numerous impending
Crises.
Everybody! it's fine!
Nothing bad will happen to you personally;
Enjoy the show.



An Acrostic Poem by Julia Chivu:

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

Every perspective is incomparable.

Abandon societies selective standards.

Unveil yourself, for you have no flaws.

Truly breathtaking, you really are.

If only you knew how beautiful you are…

For true beauty comes from within.

Unforgettable in the minds of others,

Loved and adored by all.



An Acrostic Poem by Legend Turner:
Please stop going outside
Anything will make more sense than you going to the store to buy a coffee machine
Nothing you say will make this be any less real
Don’t disrespect me, considering i’m working to help you
Extra space please
Masks cover your nose and mouth and don’t belong just above your lips
If you’re closer than six steps, back up
Can this all end, so we can return back to normal?



The next few submissions were a project in Ms. 
Haber’s class. Students were asked to create 
poems from book or movie spines. The results 
are really cool. 

Enjoy!



 Rachel

Lichtenstein

“live from 

hell where 

the sun 

doesn’t touch, 

monster(s are) 

always 

watching, 

going for the 

one who’s 

next.”



Angelina Dickson

“Everything I never told you, 
Left behind,
the glass castle,
Far from you,
Another door opens…
Don't kiss them good-bye”



Angellee Martinez~The Art of Hearing Heartbeats

I am well met with these paper towns.
Before we feel young forever, 
It takes wicked teenage years, 
Full of Pride and Prejudice. 
This is 
The Art of Hearing Heartbeats.



Nadine Puglia

Deadmen walking
Through the city of ashes
Spinning starlight
A chamber of secrets
Catching fire
At the break of dawn



Ebube Uwechia

Catherine, a long way from Chicago
Every day, every hour
Re-vamped
[her] unfinished life
elsewhere



Hailey Humin

The first four years
When you tell me you love me
By the shores of silver lake
Painting the stars
These happy golden years
The world from up here
Stranded 
Wish you were here



Legend Turner

“I thought my soul would rise and 

fly.”

And again

She felt like feeling nothing
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Front cover by Angellee Martinez


